Equine Herpes Virus-1: Virus, Immunity and Vaccines
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Abstract: Equine Herpes virus-1 (EHV-1) is one of the most common respiratory pathogens of the horse. EHV-1 induces several clinical signs of disease ranging in severity, from mild respiratory distress to abortion in pregnant mares, neonatal foal death and neuropathogenic disorders. This review details some aspects of EHV-1 biology, its life cycle and pathogenicity in the natural host. Protective immunity stimulated by natural EHV-1 infection, which is short lived and depends on both humoral and cellular immune responses, will also be treated here. Vaccination remains today one of the best options to fight EHV-1 infection and several different strategies of vaccination that have been investigated and developed over the past decades will be presented in this report.

INTRODUCTION

Herpes is a Latin word coming from the Greek word herpein, which means to creep. This describes the chronic, latent and recurrent characteristics of infection induced by many herpesviruses. In humans, herpesvirus is the leading cause of disease, in front of influenza and cold viruses.

Herpesviruses infect members of all groups of vertebrates and some invertebrates. Around 120 herpesviruses have been identified and isolated. The Herpesviridae family is divided into three lineages. The lineage of herpesviruses infecting mainly mammals and birds is subdivided into three groups or subfamilies (α, β and γ) according to their tissue tropism, pathogenicity and behaviour in tissue culture [1, 2]. Nine equid herpesviruses have been identified (Table 1). Equine herpes virus-1 (EHV-1) to EHV-5 infect horses, EHV-6 to EHV-8 infect donkeys and are also called asinine herpesvirus (AHV, AHV-1 to 3), and EHV-9 or gazelle herpesvirus (GHV) infects Thomson’s gazelles [3-5]. This review will focus on the alpha herpesvirus EHV-1.

Table 1. Equid Herpesviruses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Species</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Other Name/Relationship</th>
<th>Subfamily</th>
<th>Disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equus caballus</td>
<td>EHV-1</td>
<td>Eq. abortion virus</td>
<td>α2</td>
<td>Respiratory, abortion, neurological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EHV-2</td>
<td>Eq. cytomegalovirus</td>
<td>γ3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EHV-3</td>
<td>Eq. coital exanthema virus</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>Coital exanthema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EHV-4</td>
<td>Eq. rhinopneumonitis virus</td>
<td>α2</td>
<td>Respiratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EHV-5</td>
<td>Eq. cytomegalovirus</td>
<td>γ3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equus asinus</td>
<td>AHV-1/EHV-6</td>
<td>Related to EHV-3</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>Coital exanthema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHV-2/EHV-7</td>
<td>Related to EHV-2</td>
<td>γ3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHV-3/EHV-8</td>
<td>Related to EHV-1</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>Rhinitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazella thomsonii</td>
<td>GHV-1/EHV-9</td>
<td>Similar to EHV-1/EHV-8</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>Ga.&amp;Eq. neurological</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eq. = equine; Ga. = gazelle; NA= not associated.
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EHV-1 is composed of an icosahedral nucleocapsid containing the viral genome, surrounded by an amorphous envelope, which contains several glycoproteins (Fig. 1). The majority of EHV-1 proteins share extensive homology with human simplex virus (HSV), which is the prototype virus of the Alphaherpesvirinae subfamily. The entire linear double strand DNA genome of a plaque purified clone of EHV-1 strain Ab4 has been sequenced [6]. It is divided into a unique long (UL) and a unique short (US) region, both flanked by an inverted internal and terminal repeat sequence (IRl and TRl, or IRs and TRs; respectively). The genome (150 223 bp) contains 80 open reading frames (ORFs), which encode 76 unique genes, four ORFs are duplicated in the TRs [3, 6].

The virus genome is contained in a nucleocapsid composed of six proteins [7]. All herpesviruses have a similar capsid structure composed by 162 capsomers (12 pentons and 150 hexons). Twelve portal proteins form a ring in the nucleocapsid, which is used by viral DNA to enter into the capsid [8, 9].

The tegument corresponds to the space between the nucleocapsid and the envelope. This is composed of 12 viral proteins and enzymes involved in the initiation of viral replication. Nucleocapsids and tegument are surrounded by an
Envelope presenting 11 viral glycoproteins on its surface (Table 2). The eleven glycoproteins of EHV-1 (i.e. gB-gp14, gC-gp13, gD-gp18, gE, gG, gH, gl, gK,gL, gM and gN) are conserved in other alpha herpesvirus and therefore named according to the nomenclature established for HSV-1. Glycoproteins are essential in infection processes including virus adsorption, penetration, and cell-to-cell spread. Compared to HSV-1 and the majority of other alpha herpesviruses, EHV-1 encodes an additional glycoprotein, gp2, with homologues present only in EHV-4 and AHV-3.

CELL INFECTION AND VIRUS REPLICATION

As for other alpha herpesviruses, EHV-1 can infect a large range of cell types in the respiratory tract, lymphoid organs and the nervous system [10]. Cells are infected by direct contact with EHV-1 or by cell-to-cell contact with infected cells.

Envelope glycoproteins of EHV-1 have been shown to play key roles in the entry of the virus into host cells. EHV-1 uses the same glycoproteins as other alpha herpesviruses (e.g. HSV, bovine herpes virus (BHV) and pseudorabies virus (PRV)) to bind to permissive cells. EHV-1 glycoprotein C (gC) binds to heparan sulphate-containing glycosaminoglycans on the cell surface [11, 12]. Glycoproteins D and M (gD and gM) are required for virus entry [13, 14], but another unique receptor, still unknown and distinct from virus-receptors previously described for alpha herpesviruses is also involved [12]. Once attached, the virus penetrates the cell by either fusion of the virus envelope and cell membrane or by non classical endocytosis/phagocytosis [15], which release the nucleocapsid and tegument proteins of EHV-1.

Table 2. Envelope Glycoproteins of EHV-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glycoprotein</th>
<th>Former Name</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gB</td>
<td>gp14</td>
<td>Cell penetration and cell-to-cell spreading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gC</td>
<td>gp13</td>
<td>Attachment and egress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gD</td>
<td>gp17/18 or gp60</td>
<td>Cell penetration and cell-to-cell spreading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gE</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Cell-to-cell spreading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gG</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gH</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Cell-to-cell spreading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gK</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Cell-to-cell spreading and virus egress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gL</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gM</td>
<td>gp21/22a or gp45</td>
<td>Cell penetration and cell-to-cell spreading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gN</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Processing of gM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gp2</td>
<td>Gp300</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The reproductive cycle of herpesvirus. The virus enters susceptible cells by binding to receptors and fusion at cell membrane (1) or/and by non classical endocytosis/phagocytosis (2). The nucleocapsid is subsequently released into the cytoplasm. The nucleocapsid reaches the nucleus via microtubules (3) and the viral DNA passes through NPC (nucleopore complex) into the nucleus (4) where transcription of immediate early gene takes place. Immediate early/alpha proteins synthesised in the cytoplasm (5) migrate into the nucleus to initiate transcription of early/beta mRNA (6). Early/beta proteins (7) migrate through NPC into the nucleus to start replication of the virus (8). Late/gamma proteins synthesised in the cytoplasm (9) migrate into the nucleus to form the nucleocapsid. Nucleocapsid proteins assemble themselves around scaffolding proteins (10) that degrade by autoproteolysis before encapsidation of new virus DNA (11). The nucleocapsid and tegument proteins migrate through nucleus (12) and cytoplasmic membranes (13) to be released (14).

Fig. (2). The reproductive cycle of herpesvirus. The virus enters susceptible cells by binding to receptors and fusion at cell membrane (1) or/and by non classical endocytosis/phagocytosis (2). The nucleocapsid is subsequently released into the cytoplasm. The nucleocapsid reaches the nucleus via microtubules (3) and the viral DNA passes through NPC (nucleopore complex) into the nucleus (4) where transcription of immediate early gene takes place. Immediate early/alpha proteins synthesised in the cytoplasm (5) migrate into the nucleus to initiate transcription of early/beta mRNA (6). Early/beta proteins (7) migrate through NPC into the nucleus to start replication of the virus (8). Late/gamma proteins synthesised in the cytoplasm (9) migrate into the nucleus to form the nucleocapsid. Nucleocapsid proteins assemble themselves around scaffolding proteins (10) that degrade by autoproteolysis before encapsidation of new virus DNA (11). The nucleocapsid and tegument proteins migrate through nucleus (12) and cytoplasmic membranes (13) to be released (14).
into the cell (Fig. 2). Like for other herpesvirus, it is believed that most of the tegument proteins dissociate from the capsid, which associates with microtubules via dynein, a minus-end-director motor protein. The capsid is therefore transported along microtubules to the microtubules organising centre, near the nucleus. This mechanism of capsid transport is important in the infection of cells such as neurones, when the site of infection can be far from the nucleus. The nucleocapsid binds directly to the nucleopore complex (NPC) and the viral DNA is translocated into the nucleus while the nucleocapsid remains in the cytoplasm [16].

The transcription of the EHV-1 genome is sequentially ordered. The tegument VP16 (HSV) homologue protein of EHV-1, brought into the cell by the virus, is a strong activator of immediate early (IE) gene expression [17]. The IE protein is encoded by ORF 64 and synthesised by cellular RNA polymerase II [18, 19]. This gene is required for the transcription of the adjacent early and late genes [20]. Early genes encode the proteins involved in stimulating virus replication. Late genes encode the viral structural proteins (Fig. 2).

Herpesvirus nucleocapsids are assembled in the nucleus around scaffolding proteins prior to viral DNA encapsidation. The nucleocapsid, surrounded by tegument proteins, leaves the nucleus by envelopment at the inner nuclear membrane that contains glycoproteins. This primary envelope is lost when the virus buds through the outer nuclear membrane. A second envelopment occurs at the cytoplasmic membranes (ER or exocytotic vesicles), which contain all the viral glycoproteins, before the migration of the mature virus through the secretory pathway (via the Golgi apparatus). The infectious virus can be released into the extracellular space [16] or infect other cells via virus-induced cell fusion. In vitro, gB is absolutely essential for direct cell-to-cell spread of virions [21]. EHV-1 gD, gB and gK are involved in the cell-cell fusion process [13, 22, 23].

---

Fig. (3). EHV-1 initially infects the epithelial cells of the upper respiratory tract (1). EHV-1 replicates and is shed (2), disseminates through the respiratory tract (3) or reaches the respiratory lymph nodes were PBMC will be infected (4). Circulation of infected leucocytes (5) during cell-associated viraemia disseminates EHV-1 to distant site such as the central nervous system or the reproductive tract. MALT: mucosal associated lymphoid tissue; NALT: nasal associated lymphoid tissue.
PROPAGATION AND VIRUS DISEASE

In the horse, EHV-1 is transmitted by inhalation or direct contact with infected fomites such as aborted foetuses or placental tissues. Spread of infection occurs by intercellular routes involving many cell types [24].

Infection of the Respiratory Tract

The pathogenesis of EHV-1 infection is well described after experimental infection with the EHV-1 strain Ab4. In the absence of mucosal antibody, nasal and nasopharyngeal epithelial cells are infected with EHV-1 (Fig. 3) [25]. Subsequent erosions, due to epithelial cell necrosis and an acute inflammatory response, occur during the first week after infection, resulting in infectious virus shedding. EHV-1 spreads quickly through the body. Leucocytes in adjacent lamina propria and endothelial cells of blood and lymphatic vessels are also infected due to a cell-to-cell spread of infectious virus from the respiratory epithelium. Progeny virus and viral antigens are detected in respiratory epithelium as soon as 12h post infection. Endothelium of local blood vessels is infected within 2-4 days of infection (Fig. 3) [26].

In young horses, clinical signs of infection with EHV-1 consist of fever, serous to mucopurulent nasal discharge, occasional coughing and local lymphadenopathy. Respiratory infection caused by EHV-1 in older horses is mild or subclinical. EHV-1 primarily infects the upper respiratory tract but infection of the lower respiratory tract may result from dissemination through airway surfaces or via blood vessels and cell-associated viraemia. EHV-1 may reach the lungs, inducing bronchopneumonia [3].

Lymph Nodes of the Respiratory Tract and Cell Associated Viraemia

When lymphocytes have been infected and a cell-associated viraemia established, EHV-1 spreads rapidly through the host. Both infectious virus and viral antigens have been detected in submandibular, retropharyngeal and bronchial lymph nodes by 12-24h post infection. EHV-1 infection is likely to be amplified in lymph node cells (e.g. mononuclear leucocytes, macrophage and endothelial cells) [25]. Circulation of virus-infected leucocytes through the lymphatic and blood systems disseminates EHV-1 further to distant locations such as the pregnant uterus and central nervous system.

The identity of the leucocyte population in which EHV-1 replicates during cell-associated viraemia has been controversial. During the acute phase of viraemia, EHV-1 DNA has been detected in sub-populations of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC; i.e. CD4+, CD8+, monocytes and B cells) [27]. The expression of EHV-1 antigens has been detected on CD8+ cells, monocytes and CD4+ cells to a lesser extent, but not on B cells after in vitro infection [28]. However, EHV-1 antigen expression on B cells and all other PBMC populations has been shown after in vivo infection with EHV-1 [29, 30]. Dendritic cells (DC) are also sensitive to EHV-1 infection [31, 32].

Abortion, Neonatal and Perinatal Diseases

EHV-1 is a leading cause of infectious abortion in horses and was first recognised as the agent responsible for abortion in Kentucky in 1932 [33]. Infection of pregnant mares with EHV-1 can induce late-gestation abortion, stillbirth, and weak neonatal foals [24]. EHV-1 reaches the reproductive tract via cell-associated viraemia or by latent virus reactivation [10]. Mares can abort months or years after a primary infection that has led to latency [3]. Chorionic gonadotrophin (CG), which is one of the major hormones released by the placenta during early pregnancy (one to three months), is able to reactivate latent EHV-1 in vitro, and the endometrium has higher levels of CG than other tissue [34]. In vitro, the role of CG in latent EHV-1 reactivation during pregnancy is difficult to explain. CG is absent by 120 days of pregnancy, but abortions are rarely detected before 4 months gestation. EHV-1 infects endometrial endothelial cells inducing thrombosis and ischaemia in the microcotyledons of the placenta. These uterine pathologies lead to a premature separation of the placenta from the endometrium, with subsequent anoxic death of the foetus. EHV-1 can also be transferred to the foetus (Fig. 4), inducing extensive multi-organ infection and a wide range of macroscopic and microscopic lesions. The mare’s subsequent reproductive efficiency is not affected by abortion induced by EHV-1 infection [3]. When infection occurs during late gestation, the foetus may be born alive. However, the deterioration of the foal is rapid and almost all foals die. Infected foals show severe respiratory distress that amplifies the risk of viral pneumonia or secondary bacterial infection, which lead to respiratory failure within a few days [3, 10]. No treatment has been shown to prevent the fatal outcome of foetal infection with EHV-1 [4].

Neurological and Other Forms of the Disease

Neurological signs of disease (myeloencephalitis), from a mild hind limb ataxia to quadriplegia, have been observed after EHV-1 infection [35]. Neurological signs are potential clinical sequels to EHV-1 respiratory tract infection and usually appear one week after infection [3]. The cell-associated viraemia brings EHV-1 to the vasculature of the central nervous system. Infection of endothelial cells can lead to vasculitis and thrombosis of small blood vessels in the brain or spinal cord. These lesions might be exacerbated by immunopathological mechanisms involving immune complex deposits, activation of the complement cascade, activation of polymorphonuclear leucocytes releasing cytotoxic agents, lysosomal enzymes and free radicals, and cell-mediated immunity [36].

A few cases of serious ocular disease have been reported in foals after infection with hypervirulent strains of EHV-1 [37]. Uveitis, and/or chorioretinitis have been observed and in some cases, extensive retinal destruction and blindness have been reported [38].

Latency

Infection of the respiratory epithelium and subsequent viral replication are followed by the development of a latent state of infection. Latency is a key element of EHV-1 biology as a survival strategy. Persisting within infected horses without clinical signs of diseases, virus shedding or cell-associated viraemia, EHV-1 can be shed and infect susceptible horses after reactivation. Reactivation of latent EHV-1 is likely to be one of the most important factors in precipitating outbreaks of neurological EHV-1. During latency, the expression of the EHV-1 genome is repressed and only a viral
RNA transcribed from the IE gene, also named latent-associated transcript (LAT), is present.

The mechanisms that control latent EHV-1 infection and the precise function of RNA transcripts comprising EHV-1 LATs is not well understood. In HSV, LATs could promote latency but are not essential for the maintenance or reactivation of latent virus [39]. The alpha herpesvirus genome is in a transcriptionally repressed circular configuration associated with non-acetylated histone, which differs from the linear genome configuration after infection. In the case of HSV, latency can be explained by a defect in the initiation of IE gene activation by VP16 [39].

It has been proposed that reactivation of latent virus in trigeminal ganglion could lead to shedding of infectious EHV-1 into nasal secretions. Infectious virus can be reactivated by co-cultivation with susceptible cells [40]. The precise location of EHV-1 latency remains unclear [40-44]. Slater et al. [44] considered the latency in lymphoid cells and tissue to have little biological importance. Despite establishing latency in PBMC and lymph nodes, EHV-1 was not detected by co-cultivation of PBMC with susceptible cells during the reactivation of infection with immunosuppressive drugs (e.g. dexamethasone, cyclosporine A). Other studies report the presence of LAT mainly in lymphoid cells, with reactivation of EHV-1 by co-cultivation of PBMC with susceptible cells and only an occasional detection of LAT in the trigeminal ganglion [34, 42].

Recent studies by G. Allen (2006) detected latent infection in the submandibular lymph nodes of mares experimentally infected with EHV-1 as weanlings [45] and more recently in the Thoroughbred broodmare population in Kentucky (G. Allen, personal communication). The CD5+ CD8+ T lymphocytes have been defined as the predominant site of EHV-1 latency [34]. Reactivation of latent EHV-1 has been observed after treatment with corticosteroids or stressful events (e.g. castration, transport, weaning). Interleukin-2 (IL-2) has been shown to initiate the reactivation of EHV-1 in T lymphocytes by an indirect stimulation of possibly monocytes and the subsequent synthesis of secondary factors [34].

![Fig. (4). EHV-1 transmission from the infected pregnant mare to the foetus. EHV-1-infected maternal lymphocytes reach the endometrial capillary during the cell-associated viraemia. EHV-1 spreads by cell-to-cell contact to the foetus through the endothelium of endometrial capillaries, the uterine epithelium, the chorionic epithelium and the endothelium of placental capillaries to finally infect foetal lymphocytes (1). EHV-1 can also infect endometrial endothelial cells inducing uterine pathologies leading to a premature placenta separation and foetus anoxia (2).](image-url)
It is accepted that reactivation of HSV passes through the specific activation by cellular factors of ICP0 (infected cell polypeptide 0), which is an activator of gene expression. EHV-1 is likely to possess a similar mechanism of reactivation. It has been shown that a thymidine kinase negative (TK-) EHV-1 mutant virus has impaired ability to reactivate following experimental infections, despite evidence that latency is established by these mutants [44]. Reactivation can be associated with all clinical signs of disease, including abortion, cell-associated viraemia and seroconversion. Between reactivation episodes, latently infected leukocytes are invisible to immune surveillance and elimination.

**EHV-1 Strains and Origin of Clinical Signs Diversity**

The nature and severity of disease induced by EHV-1 is likely to be dependent on numerous factors such as the age, the immune status and the health condition of the host. However, the potential genetic of the strain could also play a role in the development of different signs of disease (e.g. neurological signs and abortion). Thus, the existence of different strains or lineages of EHV-1 has been extensively investigated. EHV-1 strains were initially divided into different subgroups by the comparison of DNA fragment length after digestion of the genome with DNA restriction enzymes [46-48]. A study using 5 restriction enzymes conducted on isolates from 172 abortogenic and respiratory outbreaks in the US defined 16 strains of EHV-1 with significant differences in DNA fingerprint patterns. Two of these strains (EHV-1 P and EHV-1B, respectively), represented 90% of abortion-related isolates [46]. EHV-1 P has been identified as the main abortogenic strain in the US during the period 1960-1980. After 1981, abortion induced by EHV-1 involved principally the EHV-1 B strain [46]. Another study reported that all EHV-1 strains circulating in Japan were related to EHV-1 P until the recent isolation of EHV-1 B from a horse imported from Kentucky (USA). This study demonstrated that EHV-1 B could result from natural reassortant of EHV-1 P and EHV-4 progenitors and that EHV-1 isolates purified from horses with neurological disorders were type EHV-1 P only [49]. While such analysis may be used for tracing the genetic relatedness of strain, they allow identification only of those genetic changes resulting in restriction fragment variation, rather than the majority of changes that do not affect restriction cleavage sites.

A more recent study compared the sequence of two field isolates of EHV-1 that show consistent differences in pathogenicity: Ab4, a neuropathogenic EHV-1 strain [50], with V592, a non-neuropathogenic EHV-1 strain [51, 52]. Ab4 (EHV-1 P) infection results in severe clinical disease, including neurological signs and frequent abortion. Infection with V592 is largely restricted to a short-lived fever, moderate respiratory distress and a few cases of abortion. Comparison of the V592 sequence with that of Ab4 [6] showed a low sequence divergence of 0.1% with 50 regions of insertion or deletion of 1 or more nucleotides and 43 single nucleotide substitutions that resulted in amino acid coding changes. Notably, a single variable amino acid, causing a substitution of asparagine (N) by aspartic acid (D) at amino acid position 752 within the viral DNA polymerase (DNA pol), is significantly associated (p<0.001) with outbreaks of neuropathogenic disease, when compared with outbreaks of abortion without neuropathogenic signs. More than 95% of non-neuropathogenic outbreaks are caused by virus strains encoding DNA pol N752, and more than 86% of neuropathogenic outbreaks are caused by strains encoding D752 [53]. The DNA pol sequence variation (D/N752) in ORF 30 has also been successfully applied to the development of diagnostic PCR tests to detect both active and latent infection in PBMC and tissue samples [45, 54]. Furthermore, the impact of this DNA pol sequence variation upon virus replication and pathogenicity has been determined [55]. A bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) system [56] was used to produce two Ab4 EHV-1 recombinants that differed only at the DNA pol amino acid position 752 (D/N752). In vivo studies in the natural host showed that the D752 virus showed increased levels of viraemia (p=0.01), which can be associated with greater virulence [45]. Three of the 12 animals in this group also showed clinical signs of ataxia whereas the N752 mutant virus caused no neuropathogenic signs in the natural host. Both viruses replicated with similar kinetics in fibroblasts and epithelial cells, but exhibited differences in leukocyte tropism with the non-neuropathogenic D752 viruses having a preference for CD4+ T lymphocytes. These cells play a role in the lytic and latent phase of infection and the inflammatory responses that result in EHV-1 disease. Overall, this study demonstrated that the DNA pol sequence variation (D/N752) can influence neuropathogenic potential without having a major effect on virus shedding from infected animals, which is an important finding in the understanding of the evolution of neuropathogenic EHV-1.

Comparison of the V592 sequence with that of Ab4 also identified a polymorphic region of ORF68 that was found to be particularly useful for grouping isolates, since this locus displays several SNPs within a relatively short region (approx. 600bp). Phylogenetic analysis of ORF68 sequences from 104 field isolates (each from a different outbreak) identified 6 strain groups [53]. Analysis of the ORF68 strain distribution according to geographical origin of the isolates provided evidence for geographical restriction of certain strain groups. Seventeen of the 18 group 5 field isolates had been recovered from outbreaks in North America whereas the majority (36/42) of group 3 and 4 isolates had been recovered from outbreaks in Europe. Statistical analysis confirmed that there was a significant geographical clustering of the ORF68 groups, considering whether the isolates originated in North America or Europe (Fisher’s exact test: p=0.001). Furthermore, fine-typing of these isolates have generated useful epidemiological data that strongly suggest that some outbreaks can be geographically linked over time and space ([53]; J. Nugent, unpublished data). For example, a large UK outbreak of EHV-1 respiratory disease in vaccinated thoroughbreds in Suffolk (2004), which included some cases of ataxia, can be genetically linked via the detection of unique variant SNPs to two smaller outbreaks that included neurological cases in the same region with variant (J. Nugent, unpublished data). It has also been possible to link two outbreaks of neurological disease that occurred on different premises, linked by horse movement, in Yorkshire in 1999 and 2002. Isolates from these outbreaks typed strain group 2 and showed additional variant SNPs at ORF14: T1645, ORF 29: A11 and ORF34: C285 (J. Nugent, unpublished data). The epidemiological implications of these observations are far-reaching, supporting the long-held suspicion that horses recovering from an episode of EHV-1 neu-
The mucosal immunity post EHV-1 infection characterised by latency with chronic reactivations. Infection of primed animals with EHV-1 induced a fully protective immunity against re-infection lasting 4 to 8 months [57], although some reports demonstrate shorter periods of immunity lasting <3 months. The majority of infectious agents enter into the host via mucosal epithelium. The equine lung surface has been estimated to total around 2000 m² compared to around 400 m² in humans. Prevention of infection is likely to be facilitated by a strong mucosal immune response able to counteract the pathogen before its absorption into cells and tissue. Conventional immune responses to respiratory viruses are summarised in Fig. (5).

**Immune Changes in the Respiratory Tract and Innate Immunity**

In normal lungs, macrophages and lymphocytes predominate. A few days after infection with EHV-1, a transient modification of the percentage of neutrophils (increase), MΦ and lymphocytes (decreases) has been observed [58]. These fluctuations of pulmonary cell populations were explained by a lysis of leucocytes and the recruitment of neutrophils subsequent to the tissue inflammation induced by the infection. During the 3 weeks after EHV-1 infection, bronchoalveolar CD8+ T lymphocytes increase significantly and could show a cytotoxic activity toward EHV-1 infected cells. Equine type 1 interferon (IFNα/β) has also been detected in nasal secretions and serum during the first and second week after experimental infection of ponies with EHV-1 [59]. IFNα/β shows a variety of immunomodulatory activities affecting both innate (e.g. enhancement of natural killer (NK) activity) and adaptive immunity (e.g. promotion of Th1 response). The secretion of such IFN was closely correlated with the duration of EHV-1 shedding and could be considered as a consequence of EHV-1 replication and epithelium damage [59].

**Adaptive Immune Response**

Adaptive immune responses to EHV-1 are likely to be initiated in NALT (nasal associated lymphoid tissue) and MALT (mucosal associated lymphoid tissue). Studies have reported the presence of EHV-1 and viral antigens in the retropharyngeal and bronchial lymph nodes as early as 12h after infection with EHV-1 [25].

**Humoral immune response:** Natural immunity to EHV-1 is short-lived. Complement fixing (CF) and virus neutralising (VN) antibodies appear within 2 weeks after infection with EHV-1 [60] and IgGa, IgGb, IgGc, IgG(T) and IgM antibody serotypes can be detected [61]. However, CF antibodies are short lived and do not last over 3 months, whereas VN antibodies are more durable (>1 year). The local mucosal humoral response is composed predominantly by virus-specific IgA with virus neutralising activity. IgGa/b antibodies can be detected in the lumen during the acute phase of infection, but this could be the consequence of serum antibody diffusion induced by inflammation. The mucosal humoral immune response is believed to reduce virus shedding induced by subsequent infection with EHV-1 a few weeks after the initial infection [62]. As EHV-1 infects subepithelial cells, leucocytes, and is spread in the organism via the blood and lymphatic vessels, it is likely that EHV-1 specific immune responses also take place in the draining lymph nodes of the respiratory tract. The role of circulating antibodies is controversial. Some studies have reported that serum VN antibody does not correlate with either protection from infection or the level of virus shedding in nasal secretion [63]. Others have shown that the presence of VN antibody prior to EHV-1 infection reduces the amount and duration of nasopharyngeal virus shedding [60, 64]. These antibodies do not have any effect when EHV-1 is intracellular (i.e. during cell-associated viraemia).

**IFNγ response:** Virus-specific cell-mediated responses are crucial components of immunity to herpesviruses. IFNγ synthesis is one of the most widely used markers of cell-mediated immunity (CMI) to measure responses to herpesviruses in humans and it has now been applied to horses [65-67]. IFNγ promotes CMI by increasing viral peptides presentation by APC and promoting the development of T helper 1 (Th1) lymphocytes. IFNγ is a key factor in the development of a type-1 response involving cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), which ultimately leads to the destruction of virus-infected cells (Fig. 6).

The percentage of IFNγ synthesising cells that respond in vitro to EHV-1 stimulation is negligible or undetectable in foals or yearlings but this increases with age [65, 68]. This suggests that EHV-1-specific memory cells are likely to be re-stimulated throughout a horse’s lifetime by reactivation of latent EHV-1, further infection or vaccination. This boosting of the immune response may explain why older ponies (28-years old), which were likely to have had numerous contacts with EHV-1 antigens throughout their lives, demonstrate the highest percentage of EHV-1 specific IFNγ+ cells [68]. A similar progression of increased frequencies of CTL precursors specific for EHV-1 induced by repeated exposures to EHV-1 has been described previously [69]. In humans, herpesvirus-specific immunity builds up with age and could be detrimental to the development of immune responses against pathogens by reducing the T-cell repertoire [70, 71]. The impact of high levels of EHV-1-specific PBL on the sensitivity of the horse to other pathogens is not known in old ponies but merits further investigation as infections with EHV-1 and the closely related EHV-4 are endemic in horses [72].

The kinetics of IFNγ synthesis has been investigated after experimental infection with EHV-1 in ponies of different ages [65, 66, 68]. The percentage of EHV-1 specific IFNγ+ cells increases during the second week after infection with EHV-1 and returns to a low level 3-4 weeks after infection.
When measured several weeks after experimental infection, the percentage of EHV-1-specific IFNγ+ cells presents secondary peaks [65, 68]. This supports the hypothesis of frequent antigen stimulation. A similar virus-specific T cell response has been described in persistent herpesvirus infection in humans [73]. The importance of IFNγ for protection against experimental infection with EHV-1 has been recently illustrated in ponies. Protective immunity against EHV-1 was characterised in immune and protected ponies by stimulation of a polarised IFNγ mRNA expression response post challenge infection. In contrast, naive and EHV-1-sensitive ponies developed a bi-polar IFNγ and IL-4 mRNA expression response after experimental infection with EHV-1 [74].

The phenotype of IFNγ+ cells has been shown to be primarily CD5+CD8− in ponies during the acute and convalescent phases after experimental infection. Increased percentages of CD8α+IFNγ+ cells were associated with elevated EHV-1-specific CTL activity [65, 66]. EHV-1-specific IFNγ synthesis by CD4+ T lymphocytes has also been described [67]. In ‘healthy’ adult ponies with no recent experimental infection, the majority of EHV-1 specific IFNγ+ cells were CD5+ and CD8−. These are likely to be CD4+ T cells, as a proportion of IFNγ synthesis was inhibited by chloroquine that inhibits cellular lysosomal function and subsequently blocks exogenous antigen processing and presentation by MHC class II molecules. In humans, CD4+ memory T cells specific for herpesviruses (i.e. varicella-zoster virus, herpes simplex virus and CMV) were efficiently detected by ex vivo virus stimulation, and IFNγ was identified as the main cytokine secreted by these cells [75, 76]. The reason behind a preferential CD5+CD8− population in adult ponies has not been determined. While the phenotype of PBMC responding to EHV-1 by synthesising IFNγ was mainly CD8− in blood immediately after experimental infection, this appeared to evolve toward a CD8− type with time, as measured in ‘healthy’ adult horses with no recent exposure to EHV-1. This observation tends to indicate a potential maturation or evolution of the EHV-1 specific IFNγ response through repeated exposure to live virus or reactivation of latent virus. In conclusion, EHV-1 stimulates a complex IFNγ response, particularly in terms of memory responses, which requires further study.

Fig. (5). Immune response to respiratory virus infection. Epithelial cells become infected (1) inducing the local synthesis of IFN and IL-6 that present a wide range of antiviral activities, inducing up-regulation of MHC class I molecules and antiviral resistance in uninfected cells (2). Alveolar Mφ and neutrophils respond to the infection by releasing pro-inflammatory cytokines, leading to the containment of the infection, rise of body temperature and to the recruitment of further phagocytic and natural killer (NK) cells (3). NK cells are activated by IFNα and IL-12 synthesised by Mφ, and are cytotoxic for virus-infected cells. Their activity is not major histocompatibility complex (MHC) restricted. NK cells synthesise IFNγ that drives the development of the adaptive immune response. The presentation of viral antigen (4) in lymphoid tissues induces the synthesis of serum (5) or mucosal antibodies (6) able to neutralise excreted virus and to stimulate antibody dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC; 7). Virus-specific CTL that lyse infected cells are also stimulated (8).
CTL response: The rapid infection of epithelial cells and its dissemination by cell-to-cell contact allow EHV-1 to avoid the neutralising effect of circulating VN antibodies. Results suggest that neither antibody dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) nor natural killer (NK) cytotoxicity have an impact on EHV-1 infection [77, 78]. In ponies infected experimentally with EHV-1, the percentage of lymphoblasts has been shown to increase in the peripheral blood during cell-associated viraemia [79] and populations of CD8+ T lymphocytes also increase in the blood and lungs after infection [58]. EHV-1-specific cytotoxicity has also been recently demonstrated in the upper respiratory tract and associated lymphoid tissues during the acute phase after EHV-1 infection [80]. EHV-1 specific cytoxic activity has been associated with MHC class I restricted CD8+ T lymphocyte effectors, activated from precursor or memory cells [69, 81]. In adult ponies, the frequency of EHV-1 specific CTL depends principally on infection history, but increases after experimental infection with EHV-1 [81]. However, the degree of disease induced by infection depends on this frequency. Young ponies with a low level of circulating EHV-1 specific CTL develop clinical signs of disease, virus shedding and cell-associated viraemia after infection with EHV-1. In contrast, older ponies that have had several previous infections and have higher frequencies of EHV-1 specific CTL, show reduced or no signs of disease, virus shedding or cell-associated viraemia after experimental infection with EHV-1 [69]. In pregnant mares, a positive correlation between the frequency of EHV-1 CTL and the protection against the disease, including abortion, induced by experimental infection with EHV-1 has also been reported [82]. EHV-1 specific CTL can be detected 1 week after infection with EHV-1.
with a maximum level reached by the second or third week, and remain detectable for a year after infection [81]. These results indicate that CTL activity is efficient in controlling the virus during its intracellular life and subsequently, to restrain cell-associated viraemia, which is a key element of the disease. Therefore, virus-specific CTL activity and frequency have been shown to correlate with the efficiency of cellular immunity against EHV-1.

Two very important points in the development of CMI specific for EHV-1 are the target proteins of EHV-1 and the genetic diversity of the equine MHC. Products of the single EHV-1 IE gene (ORF 64) have already been identified as CTL targets [83, 84]. Dendritic cells (DC) transfected with ORF 64 can induce a CTL response from cells purified from EHV-1 primed ponies that express the MHC class I A3 serological haplotype. [84]. This haplotype is common in the Thoroughbred population [85], which is the primary market for commercial vaccines. However, the presentation of IE products by others haplotypes (e.g. A2, A5 and A9) is unknown. Approximately 18 haplotypes of equine MHC class I have been identified by serological typing [86]. Fifteen MHC class I genes and pseudogenes have been sequenced from the A3 haplotype (e.g. the B2 gene) and seven are transcribed [87, 88]. Presentation of IE by the MHC class I gene B2 has been recently demonstrated [89]. The identification of immunodominant EHV-1 peptides broadly recognised and presented by a broad range of equine MHC class I molecules is crucial for vaccine development [89].

Evasion and Transparency to Immunity

In the early phase of infection, a virus-specific adaptive immune response is not always available to oppose the pathogen. In such conditions, the immediate protection of the host against infectious agents is based on the innate immunity. As a result, the outcome of infection depends primarily on virus ability to avoid the mechanisms of the 'non-specific' immune response. The alternative complement pathway (antibody independent) is one of the primary lines of defence against infectious agents characterised by the binding of the complement protein C3b to the pathogen envelope or the infected cell membrane. This helps phagocytosis by Mφ or leads to the complement pathway activation and the subsequent generation of a membrane-attack complex. Glycoprotein C of EHV-1 has been shown to bind the C3b component of complement [90]. Thus, gC prevents the complement proteins C5 and properdin from interacting with C3b and activating the alternative complement pathway. This ability to evade complement pathway activation could be one factor of herpesvirus pathogenicity. It has been reported that gC antibodies can reduce HSV-1 virulence and prevent disease by abolishing the fixation of C3b by gC [91-93]. The humoral response stimulated by immunisation with a vaccinia vector encoding the EHV-1 gC/gp13 gene has been shown to confer protection in rodents experimentally infected with EHV-1. This activity is associated with the presence of virus-specific VN antibodies but the restoration of the alternative complement pathway may also be involved [94, 95]. Glycoprotein G of EHV-1 has been identified as a chemokine binding protein (vCKBP). Glycoprotein G binds a broad range of chemokines (e.g. XCL1/lymphotactin; CXCL1/growth-related oncogene-α; CXCL8/IL-8) with high affinity when secreted or expressed on the infected cell surface, and blocks chemokine activity by preventing their interaction with specific receptors [96]. Recently, gG has been shown to inhibit CCL3-mediated chemotaxis in vivo in mice experimentally infected with EHV-1, leading to an increased virus load in lungs of infected animals [97].

EHV-1, as with other herpesviruses, uses several mechanisms to escape the 'specific' immune response. This is clearly illustrated by the development of EHV-1 cell-associated viraemia despite the presence of high levels of systemic EHV-1 specific antibodies or CTL precursor (CTLp). This indicates that the recognition of EHV-1 infected PBMC by the immune system is incomplete. EHV-1 avoids the VN antibody response by becoming intracellular a few hours after infection of epithelial cells and by disseminating via cell-to-cell contact. HSV-1 glycoproteins gE and gI (homologous glycoproteins are expressed by EHV-1) form a complex that functions as an IgG Fc receptor, blocking IgG Fc-mediated function such as complement activation (classical pathway) or ADCC [93]. It has also been reported that EHV-1 infected PBMC do not present EHV-1 glycoproteins on their surface, after in vitro infection [98] or during cell-associated viraemia induced by experimental infection of ponies [99]. This absence of surface glycoproteins could protect infected cells from lysis induced by CF antibodies. However, expression of EHV-1 glycoproteins on infected cells, both through the inhibition of the peptide transport activity of TAP (transporter associated with antigen processing) and enhanced endocytosis of MHC class I molecules [100, 101]. The maximum level of MHC class I down-regulation has been measured by 24 hrs post infection. However, after in vivo infection with EHV-1 and during cell-associated viraemia, MHC class I expression on the surface of EHV-1 infected PBMC is equivalent to the expression measured in PBMC purified from uninfected ponies [99].

Another aspect of immune evasion activity of herpesviruses is their ability to inhibit T cell responses. The immunosuppression of T cell activity has been reported after EHV-1 infection in vivo [102]. The serum from a pony exposed to live or ultraviolet (UV)-inactivated EHV-1 was shown to inhibit a T cell response to antigen or mitogens in vitro and this immunosuppressive activity was associated with the presence of soluble TGFβ1 [103]. In mice and humans, closely related members of the TGFβ family (β1, β2 and β3) have been shown to inhibit T cell activation, differentiation and proliferation. CD8+ T cells activated in the presence of TGFβ do not acquire CTL function and CD4+ T cells fail to become Th1 or Th2 cells. Furthermore, TGFβ has been shown to prevent DC maturation and is one major factor expressed by Treg (regulatory) cells [104]. The expression of TGFβ was reported after in vitro infection of human PBMC with HSV-1 [105], and in rat after in vivo infection with CMV (betaherpesvirus) [106]. In the horse, another study has described the immunosuppression of T cell function by contact with PBMC isolated one week after experimental infection with EHV-1, but not with serum purified at the same time [107]. This result is not absolutely in contradiction to the TGFβ hypothesis previously described [103] as TGFβ can be expressed on the cell surface, allowing Treg
cells to inhibit APC and self-reactive T cells by cell-to-cell contact in humans [104].

To date, a few studies have investigated immune evasion strategies of EHV-1, however, the results have sometimes been contradictory. Further investigation is necessary to understand more clearly the factors and mechanisms surrounding this aspect of EHV-1 biology, which are certainly related to its pathogenicity and should be kept in mind for the design of new strategies to protect against EHV-1 infection and disease.

**VACCINES AGAINST EHV-1**

Vaccination remains today an important strategy to fight EHV-1 infection, in combination with management measures. Whole inactivated EHV-1 vaccines, which provide variable levels of protection against the disease through the induction of antibodies, have been the main type of vaccine commercially available. However, new strategies of vaccination that aim to mimic more closely the stimulation of the immune system induced by EHV-1 have been investigated (i.e. vaccines composed of live attenuated virus or poxvirus-vector coding for virus proteins). Current commercialised or experimental vaccination strategies can be divided into the administration of either inert or live vaccines. Inert vaccines contain killed whole virus, subunit proteins or DNA, in contrast with live vaccines that include attenuated virus or living virus-based vector vaccines.

Successful vaccination against EHV-1 requires both humoral and cellular immune responses. EHV-1 vaccines have to protect against infection with EHV-1, the development of respiratory disease and the subsequent EHV-1 shedding from nasopharynx. However, vaccination has also to prevent the systemic dissemination of EHV-1 through a cell-associated viraemia and to limit reactivation of the virus, leading both to neurological disease, abortion in pregnant mares and propagation of the disease to other ponies. Thus, different immune responses have to be stimulated by vaccines to treat the different aspects of the disease induced by EHV-1. High titres of virus neutralising antibody will reduce epithelial infection and virus shedding by neutralising extracellular viruses. Envelope glycoproteins of EHV-1 are essential for the entry of the virus into cells and contain antibody epitopes. As targets of the humoral immune responses, they are strong candidates for vaccines. However, the cellular immune response is also essential to tackle EHV-1 during its intracellular cycle of life, and CTL target proteins have to be identified and included in vaccines.

**Markers of Protection**

Markers of protection afforded by vaccination are generally defined according to the goals that must be achieved. In assessing vaccine efficacy in horses, clinical protection against diseases induced by EHV-1 is defined by the absence of pyrexia and of other clinical signs induced by infection with a respiratory virus such as nasal discharge, cough, anorexia and depression. Neurological pathology (e.g. paralysis) and abortion are also clinical signs of disease associated with EHV-1 infection that may be considered. Virological protection is defined by the absence of EHV-1 in mucosal secretions as detected by titration of virus in nasal swab extracts. Virological protection also includes the absence of cell-associated viraemia. The humoral response stimulated by vaccination is generally quantified by the titration of CF and/or VN antibodies for EHV-1. Seroconversion is defined as a significant increase (4-fold) of antibody titres. The cellular immune response can be assessed by measurement of antigen-specific T cell proliferation, EHV-1 specific CTL activity, up regulation of cytokine mRNA or EHV-1-specific IFNγ synthesis.

**Strain Selection**

EHV-1 is considered to be genetically and antigenically stable, and no impact of strain variation on vaccine efficiency has been demonstrated. As a consequence, no definitive regulation exists concerning the selection of specific strains for vaccine design. The combination of both EHV-1B and P strains is sometimes present in vaccines. Other pharmaceutical companies have based their selection on circulating EHV-1 strains.

**Schedule of Vaccination**

It is generally recommended to vaccine foals over 3-5 months of age, with a second immunisation within 4 to 6 weeks. The immune system has to be boosted by a single vaccination every 3 or 6 months, depending of vaccines. To avoid EHV-1 induced abortion, it is recommended to vaccinate pregnant mares at the 5th, 7th and 9th months of pregnancy.

**Inert Vaccines**

**Inactivated whole EHV-1 Vaccines and Sub-Unit Vaccines**

Since the introduction of EHV-1 vaccines in the 1960s, the majority of vaccines commercially available have been inactivated whole virus or subunit vaccines (Fig. 7). The main advantages of these vaccines are the absence of pathogenicity, virus replication and subsequent spread between hosts. Viruses are usually inactivated by formaldehyde or β-propiolactone. However, several issues are associated with this type of vaccine, such as local tolerance, pyrexia due to high antigenic load, risk of incomplete inactivation and manipulation of high pathogenic organisms in production.

The first killed EHV-1 vaccines introduced in the 1950-60s were prepared from the tissue of infected foals or hamsters. These preparations were inappropriate for vaccination due to a weak immunogenicity and high incidence of adverse reactions [108, 109]. A partially purified, formaldehyde inactivated EHV-1 vaccine was reported later to provide a good humoral response in horses and partial protection against clinical signs of disease and virus shedding after experimental infection with EHV-1 [110]. Today, inactivated whole EHV-1 vaccines are widely used. For example, Duvaxyn EHV1/4 is an inactivated whole EHV-1 and EHV-4 vaccine, adjuvanted with carbomer. Carbomer, an emulsifying agent, is a polyacrylic acid with an extremely high molecular weight [111]. Duvaxyn EHV1/4 has been shown to induce or increase both VN and CF antibody responses in foals and pregnant mares after 1 or 2 vaccinations. In foals, vaccination significantly reduced clinical signs of disease and the duration of both cell-associated viraemia and virus shedding after experimental infection. Virus shedding after experimental infection with EHV-1 was reduced in vaccinated mares when compared with control ponies, although all animals
developed a cell-associated viraemia. In addition the incidence of abortion in the vaccinated pregnant mares was significantly lower (1 out of 5) than in the unvaccinated mares (4 out of 4). Clinical signs of disease induced by EHV-4 challenge were also reduced in vaccinated ponies [112]. In a recent study, ponies vaccinated twice with a conventional whole EHV-1 inactivated vaccine adjuvanted with carbomer developed a strong humoral response (both CF and VN antibodies) after both immunisations [113]. No mucosal humoral immune response has been directly induced by intramuscular immunisations with an inactivated EHV-1 vaccine [62]. However, intramuscular vaccination primed horses efficiently to mount a mucosal immune response during challenge infection with EHV-1. A 6-month duration of immunity against clinical signs of disease was reported after immunisation with an inactivated whole EHV-1/4 vaccine adjuvanted with carbomer [114, 115].

Responses to inactivated EHV-1 vaccines in the field however are different. A study carried out in Australia has measured the seroconversion of 159 mares and 101 foals after 3 vaccinations with an inactivated whole EHV-1/4 vaccine. Less than 30% of mares and 50% of foals responded to vaccination [116]. Despite an extensive use of inactivated virus vaccines in many countries over decades, abortion storms are still being reported [117].

Numerous split or subunit vaccines have been developed to replace whole inactivated virus vaccines. A split vaccine is obtained by the disintegration of purified virions using detergents (e.g. triton) or ether, which are afterwards removed. Split vaccines contain the same elements as inactivated whole virus vaccines and generally induce similar adverse reactions. Subunit vaccines contain one or more pure or semi-pure antigens, purified from the pathogen or produced by a baculovirus-expression systems using insect cells. Therefore, it is important to identify the proteins or glycoproteins that are involved in inducing protection. Since only a few proteins are included in subunit vaccines, less antigenic competition is expected.

Due to the large number of proteins expressed by EHV-1, the selection of relevant proteins for subunit EHV-1 vaccines tends to be difficult. Glycoproteins of EHV-1 are essential for cell receptor recognition and the entry into target cells. Glycoproteins B and C contain antibody epitopes strongly recognised by the immune system of horses infected or vaccinated with EHV-1, and are therefore candidates for inclusion in sub-unit vaccines against EHV-1 [118, 119]. Such
vaccines have been tested for antigenicity in a rodent model. Insect cells (Sf9) infected with baculoviruses coding for gB, gC, gD or gH of EHV-1, have been inoculated into mice, either individually or in combination. Recombinant gD and gH baculoviruses induce serum antibodies to EHV-1. Immunisation with gD also produces VN antibody and increases EHV-1 clearance from the respiratory tract of mice after experimental infection [120]. Similar results have been obtained with baculovirus recombinant gC [119] and gB [121, 122]. In other studies, 3 or 4 repeated immunisations with recombinant glycoproteins (gB, gC or gD, alone or in combination), at 2-week intervals, have been shown to induce a humoral immune response composed of VN antibodies, which protects mice against respiratory disease induced by infection with EHV-1, 2 weeks after the last immunisations [123, 124].

**Immunostimulating Complex-Based Vaccines**

Immunisations with proteins generally require the presence of strong adjuvants to stimulate an immune response. Membrane protein/antigens are generally adjuvanted with *Quillaja* saponin (Quil A), integrated in immuno-stimulating complexes (ISCOM™) or mixed with Iscomatrix™ to improve their antigenicity. ISCOMs™ and Iscomatrix™ are formed from a matrix (i.e. a combination of Quil A, phospholipids and cholesterol), which incorporates or binds membrane proteins to give stable, self adjuvanting particles held together by hydrophobic interactions (Fig. 8). In other species, ISCOM™ or Iscomatrix™-based vaccines have shown successful protection against numerous pathogens [125] and are successfully used against EIV in the horse [126-128]. ISCOMs and Iscomatrix™ are not fusogenic but can associate with intracellular lipid membranes in the cytoplasm and vesicular compartments after uptake by APC [129].

An experimental sub-unit vaccine containing glycoproteins gp2, gp10, gB, gC, gD and gM, purified by gradient density from the EHV-1 strain V592 (isolated from an abortion outbreak in England in 1985) and formulated with the adjuvant Iscomatrix™ has been shown to induce a VN anti-

**Fig. (8).** ISCOM/Iscomatrix™ vaccines. Antigens are either split virus products or purified/recombinant proteins.
body response and protect hamsters from a live EHV-1 challenge [130]. When tested in ponies, two intramuscular immunisations with this sub-unit vaccine stimulated a strong humoral immune response composed mainly of VN and, to a lesser extent, CF antibodies. In ponies vaccinated three times and subsequently infected with an homologous strain of EHV-1 a few weeks after the third immunisation, the clinical signs of disease, virus shedding in nasal secretions and the amount of virus isolated from PBMC were markedly reduced when compared with control unvaccinated ponies [60]. It is likely that antigens delivered by immunostimulating complex-based sub-unit vaccines were processed through both exogenous and endogenous routes, stimulating VN antibody and CMI that resulted in the modulation of the disease. A good correlation between the amount of VN antibody prior to the challenge infection with EHV-1 and a reduction in the duration and amount of virus excretion has been observed. More recently, a similar vaccine composed of inactivated Sf9 insect cells infected by a recombinant baculovirus coding for EHV-1 gD and mixed with the adjuvant Iscomatrix™ was administered to ponies, pregnant mares and foals via the intramuscular route [131]. EHV-1 gD was shown to possess a neutralising epitope [132]. Vaccinated ponies developed a mixed virus-specific antibody response with neutralising activity and composed of IgGa, IgGb, IgG(T) and IgA antibodies [131, 133]. Interestingly, this antibody response was similar to the response induced by vaccination with an inactivated whole EHV-1 vaccine, which confirms the importance of gD in containing antibody epitopes and justifies its inclusion in sub-unit vaccines. Mares and foals vaccinated twice with a sub-unit vaccine containing both gB and gD mixed with the Iscomatrix™ adjuvant have shown reduced virus shedding after experimental infection with EHV-1. However, EHV-1 cell-associated viraemia was not affected by vaccination [134].

DNA Vaccines Against EHV-1

DNA vaccination is the administration of DNA plasmids expressing genes from a specific pathogen, encoding whole antigenic proteins or simply epitopes of these proteins. These antigens are directly expressed in the target host cell and result in the in vivo expression of antigenic proteins leading to their presentation by both exogenous and endogenous antigen processing routes and ultimately to the stimulation of both humoral and cellular immune responses. This approach is therefore advantageous compared with inactivated whole virus or sub-unit vaccines. DNA vaccines can also be adjuvanted by the insertion of genes coding for costimulatory molecules (e.g. cytokines), which in theory allow a more controlled modulation of the immune response than the one induced by conventional adjuvants. DNA vaccines have good stability and can be lyophilised for long-term storage.

Within the last decade, several studies in mice have evaluated the antigenicity and efficacy of DNA vaccination against EHV-1 infection. A DNA vaccine encoding gD has been shown to elicit both humoral and cell-mediated immune responses after two intramuscular immunisations, and to reduce respiratory lesions, the amount and duration of virus shedding [135, 136], and abortion [137] induced by challenge infection. The protection was improved by modifying the scheme of vaccination and including a protein booster immunisation with gD, 4 weeks after a DNA priming [138].

The immunogenicity of a DNA vaccine encoding gD was therefore verified in horses after intramuscular administration. An increased level of gD-specific antibody was measured after immunisation [139]. However, in a more recent study, immunisation of horses with DNA coding for gD failed to induce a detectable antibody response [131]. The protection against EHV-1 infection stimulated by a DNA vaccine coding for gB, gC and gD glycoproteins of EHV-1 has been investigated. DNA constructs were administrated alone, in combination with adjuvants (i.e. aluminium phosphate or carbopol), or complexed with the cationic lipid DMRIE-DOPE in the presence of a DNA plasmid coding for granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF). The expression of GM-CSF under these conditions is expected to stimulate the proliferation of monocytes, Mø and monocyte-derived dendritic cells and subsequently to increase antigen presentation. The amount of VN antibody was increased in ponies vaccinated with the DNA/DMRIE-DOPE vaccine, and the duration of nasopharyngeal virus excretion after experimental infection with EHV-1 was reduced following immunisation with a DNA vaccine adjuvanted with aluminium phosphate. Cell-associated viraemia was not affected by vaccination [113]. It is clear that DNA vaccination efficiently stimulates an EHV-1 specific antibody response in the horse but so far no cellular immune responses have been studied. Therefore, the protection afforded by this type of vaccine needs further investigation.

Non Infectious EHV-1 L-Particles

Generation of non-infectious virion-related particles shortly after cell infection with EHV-1 has been described [140]. These particles are formed by tegument proteins surrounded by an envelope but lack the internal capsid and viral DNA. They have been named light-particles (L-particles) for their ability to be separated into a low density band on Ficoll gradients [141]. The exact role of L-particles during infection has not been determined and needs further investigation. It has been suggested that L-particles could support successful initiation of viral replication at the early stage of infection and/or may serve as decoys for the immune response [141]. L-particles possess an intact envelope membrane with all immunogenic glycoproteins allowing virus entry into the cell. Therefore, they are expected to stimulate an immune response towards the viral glycoproteins similar to that during the natural viral infection. As a result, they have been identified has potential immunising agents. In mice, immunisation with non replicative EHV-1 L-particles induced protective CMI and an antibody response. However, the level of immunity induced by immunisation was dependent of the inoculation route [142]. In specific-pathogen-free (spf) foals, immunisation with EHV-1 L-particles induced a CF antibody response. Clinical signs of disease, virus shedding and cell-associated viraemia subsequent to an experimental infection with the EHV-1 strain Ab4 were milder in immunised ponies when compared with unvaccinated controls [143]. However, some concern remains around the safety of such vaccinal preparation, which needs to be free from any residual infectious particles. The use of pre-viral DNA replication particles (PREP), generated in conditions where viral DNA synthesis is blocked, instead of L-particles, could solve the problem of contaminating infectious virus in vaccinal preparation [144]. Another concern is the ability of L-
particles to induce a lytic cycle from a non replicative transfected EHV-1 DNA or heterologous alpha herpesvirus DNA (i.e. HSV-1 and PRV) [141]. This activity could lead to the enhancement of latent virus reactivation by L-particles and would be detrimental to their use as immunising agent in horses that have been previously in contact with EHV-1 and potentially harbour latent virus.

**Live EHV-1 Vaccines**

A live vaccine is defined as a vaccinal preparation containing live organisms. These organisms can be an attenuated or a modified form of the pathogen itself, or a heterologous organism used as a carrier or vector of the pathogen’s antigens (live recombinant vector vaccines).

**Live Attenuated Vaccines**

Immunisation with a live attenuated virus closely mimics natural infection. Antigens are presented to the immune system via both exogenous and endogenous antigen presentation pathways, and vaccines are therefore expected to stimulate an immune response similar to those induced by infection.

The intranasal or intramuscular inoculation of a live attenuated/modified EHV-1 is an attractive approach for the vaccination against EHV-1. However, the risk of reversion to virulence remains a concern for this strategy of vaccination. Two principal types of EHV-1 mutants have been derived and used as live attenuated EHV-1 vaccines, namely thymidine kinase negative (TK-) and temperature sensitive (Ts) mutants.

The use of mutagenic agents such as bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUrd) or 1-B-D arabinofuranosylthymine (araT) has led to the derivation of thymidine kinase negative (TK-) mutants of the Army 183 EHV-1 strain. Their virulence and ability to establish latency is reduced in the horse while immunogenicity and stability is retained. Immunisation of EHV-1 unprimed ponies with TK- EHV-1 by intramuscular or intranasal injection did not induce any clinical signs of disease. After challenge infection with EHV-1, an anamnestic VN antibody response was measured in vaccinated ponies. Clinical signs of disease and virus shedding were also reduced in TK- EHV-1 immunised ponies [145]. Another TK- EHV-1 mutant was evaluated in specific pathogen free foals. While it was able to replicate in foals, it was found less pathogenic than the wild type EHV-1. Vaccination with the TK- mutant partially reduced the clinical signs of disease induced by challenge infection with the wild type virus but did not prevent cell-associated viraemia [146].

A temperature sensitive (Ts) mutant of EHV-1 (clone 147) has been derived from a German abortion isolate of EHV-1 (strain M8) by culture with BrdUrd and does not grow at >38.5°C. This Ts clone has been used as a live intranasal attenuated vaccine in the horse. Ponies developed mild or no clinical signs of disease after intranasal inoculation of the Ts virus, but 11 out of 15 vaccinated ponies shed virus for one week and 10 ponies showed a cell-associated viraemia. All vaccines had an increased level of VN antibody six weeks after the inoculation. After challenge infection, vaccinated ponies developed only mild clinical signs of disease and although the majority shed virus but none of them developed a cell-associated viraemia [63]. Another study reported the intranasal immunisation of 11 pregnant mares (vaccination at 3 to 6 months of gestation). The majority of them shed virus after challenge infection with the virulent EHV-1 strain Ab4 and 5 out of 11 developed a cell-associated viraemia. However, 9 out of 11 mares were protected against abortion when infected with EHV-1, 4 to 6 months after the inoculation of the Ts virus [147]. When used in young foals (1.4-3.5 months old), the live EHV-1 vaccine (Ts mutant clone 147) induced a partial but significant protection against clinical signs of disease, virus shedding and cell-associated viraemia, despite the presence of maternal antibodies [148]. However, there are safety concerns due to the nasopharyngeal shedding and cell-associated viraemia detected after vaccination with this Ts mutant and its derivation from an abortigenic isolate.

Two vaccinations of foals with a modified live EHV-1 cultivated on an equine cell line (Rhino-Flu; SmithKline Animal Health; this vaccine has been withdrawn from the market) have been shown to increase the cell-mediated cytotoxicity against EHV-1 infected homologous target cells when compared with pre-vaccination cytotoxic activity. However, the cytolyis has not been fully characterised [149]. In another study, the intranasal administration of a live attenuated EHV-1 vaccine (Rhinomune, Pfizer) failed to induce mucosal antibodies, which could explain the failure of attenuated EHV-1 vaccines to prevent virus shedding. It was speculated that the attenuation may have reduced the virus’s mucosal immunogenicity. However, the lack of mucosal antibodies could also be due to a lack of systemic prime to EHV-1 prior to mucosal immunisation [62].

**Poxvirus-Based Vector Vaccine for EHV-1**

Live recombinant vector vaccines are constructed by inserting selected genes from the pathogen of interest into live, infectious, but non-disease-causing viruses, which may have been genetically modified. With virus-based vector vaccines, viral antigens are expressed and synthesised de novo within the infected cell. Thus, because they are presented via both endogenous and class II (exogenous) antigen-processing routes, the selected viral antigens will stimulate both humoral and cellular immune responses (Fig. 9). Recombinant poxviruses have been widely used for vaccination [150, 151]. Poxviruses are genetically stable and allow the insertion of a large segment of foreign DNA coding for selected antigens. Recombinant poxviruses derived from vaccinia or avipoxvirus (i.e. canarypox or fowlpox virus) are commercially available and several recombinant canarypox-based vaccines have been developed for the horse [65, 113].

The first experiment using a poxvirus as a vaccine vector for EHV-1 proteins was tested in rodents. The immunisation of hamsters with recombinant vaccinia viruses (Copenhagen strain) expressing EHV-1 gB and gC glycoproteins elicited a VN antibody response and protected from a lethal EHV-1 challenge [95, 152]. More recently, a MVA-based (modified vaccinia Ankara) vaccine coding for EHV-1 gC (priming) was evaluated in hamsters in combination with a DNA vaccination coding for the same protein (boost). This scheme of vaccination induced both humoral and cellular immune responses, including proliferation and CTL activity [153]. MVA virus is a highly attenuated strain of vaccinia virus presenting with replication defects, which is frequently used in prime-boost vaccination protocols. Following extensive in
vitro culture passage, the parental vaccinia virus becomes replication-deficient in virtually all mammalian cells [15]. These promising results in rodents has supported the evaluation of poxvirus as vaccine vectors in the horse. Two intramuscular immunisations of canarypox-based constructs coding for gB, gC and gD glycoproteins of the Kentucky strain of EHV-1, have been administered to ponies a few weeks apart, with and without adjuvant (carbopol/carbomer 974P). Challenge infection was carried out three weeks after second vaccination with the highly pathogenic Ab4 strain of EHV-1. A marked reduction of virus excretion in the vaccinates was noted when compared to ponies vaccinated without the carbopol adjuvant or control unvaccinated ponies experimentally infected with EHV-1. However, vaccination did not affect the prevalence and duration of cell-associated viraemia [113, 154]. It was speculated that none of the EHV-1 glycoproteins chosen contained CTL epitopes, which could be a potential explanation for the lack of control of cell-associated viraemia. This study nevertheless highlights the potential of immunisation with a canarypox-based vectors for the immunological control of EHV-1 infection in the horse. In addition it emphasises the importance of carbopol as an adjuvant.

Recently, a recombinant poxvirus vector (vaccinia-derived NYVAC strain) coding for the IE protein, a known CTL target protein, has been used for vaccination in horses. Multiple immunisations with NYVAC-IE increased CTL activity and IFNγ synthesis specific for EHV-1 compared with unvaccinated or single-vaccinated ponies. Furthermore, multiple-vaccinated ponies demonstrated an increased proportion of CD8α- T cells synthesising IFNγ when compared with the unvaccinated pony. This demonstrates a predominant CD8α+ T lymphocyte population synthesising IFNγ after EHV-1 stimulation. The results showed that vaccination with a NYVAC-based construct coding for the EHV-1 IE protein stimulated CMI. This immune response alone did not protect against challenge infection. However, the study does illustrate that vaccinia-based vaccines can stimulate CMI in the horse and may therefore contribute to protection against disease caused by EHV-1 [66].

Effect of Maternal Antibodies and Age on EHV-1 Vaccination

One strategy used to protect young foals against EHV-1 is to increase the amount of maternal antibodies in foals by vaccinating the pregnant mare against EHV-1 [131], how-
ever, the impact of maternal antibodies upon EHV-1 infection (if any) is not completely understood. The control of EHV-1 infection in young animals is crucial. Yet the vaccination of foals at less than 5 months of age with inactivated whole EHV-1/EHV-4 [116, 155] or sub-unit vaccines is not successful in mounting an immune response [131]. A factor that influences vaccine efficacy in young animals is the foal’s weak immune response to primary vaccination. In the context of Rhodococcus equi vaccination, the absence of immune responses after DNA vaccinations has been associated with a potential immature antigen presenting cell function compared with adult horses [156]. It has also been reported that pre-existing antibodies to EHV-4 may interfere and be detrimental to EHV-1 immunisation [116]. Vaccination with live attenuated EHV-1 vaccines has shown some degree of protection in foals (>5 months old) against signs of disease, virus shedding and cell-associated viraemia induced by challenge infection with EHV-1 [148]. In the current conditions, vaccinations have little effect on the early infection of foals with EHV-1 or the formation of the latently infected pool of ponies in the horse population. The poor reactivity of the foal immune system to vaccination is a crucial question that needs to be resolved.

**About the Use of EHV-1 as Vaccine Vector**

The use of replication-incompetent herpesviruses as vectors is a new strategy for gene delivery and vaccination in humans. It is worth mentioning that EHV-1 has been evaluated as a potential vector candidate for gene delivery and vaccination in human and veterinary species. EHV-1 possesses a high capacity for packaging foreign DNA (i.e. more than 100kb of foreign DNA encoding proteins of vaccination interest). In comparison, poxvirus can harbour approximately 25kb of foreign DNA. EHV-1 shows a broad cell and species tropism and has been shown to efficiently express transgenes in porcine, bovine and human PBMC as well as in cell lines of avian, canine and feline origin. It can also be used in humans without being affected by pre-existing immunity directed against human herpesviruses (human sera do not neutralise EHV-1) [157]. Several strains of EHV-1 have been cloned as infectious BACs [56] to provide vaccine strains. In this context, the vaccine strain RaC11 that is attenuated by the absence of gene 67 (IR6) and other alterations of the genome has been recently used to deliver several structural proteins of Bovine viral diarhoea virus (BVDV) in cattle. Intramuscular vaccination with this recombinant vaccine stimulated a BVDV-specific antibody response and reduced viraemia and virus shedding post experimental infection when compared with unvaccinated animals [158]. A similar experiment has been carried out in the horse using a recombinant EHV-1 coding for West Nile virus (WNV) protein. Vaccinated horses developed a WNV-specific neutralising antibody response [159].

**EPIDEMIOLOGY AND CONCLUSION**

EHV-1 is ubiquitous in domestic and wild equid populations throughout the world, including zebras (*Equus grevyi* and *Equus burchelli*) and onager (*Equus hemionus onager*) [72, 160, 161]. It is estimated that 80 to 90% of horses have been exposed to EHV-1, or its closely relative EHV-4, by two years of age [162]. However, the exact annual incidence of either EHV-1 or EHV-4 infections is not defined. The seroprevalence of EHV-1 in the broodmare and racehorse population (in Australia) has been reported as approximately 30% (using a type specific ELISA to detect EHV-1 antibodies) [163]. The epidemiology of EHV-1 and EHV-4 is complicated by the fact that both EHV-1 and EHV-4 can establish lifelong latency within host tissues. The virus can be reactivated at any time during the life of the host resulting in viral shedding, with or without clinical signs of disease. Latent EHV-1 has been detected in 54% of central Kentucky brood mares evaluated at post mortem [164]. A study in the UK identified latent infection with EHV in greater than 60% of horses examined at an abattoir, however differentiation between EHV-1 and 4 was not performed in all cases [165]. Sites of latency that have been identified include the trigeminal ganglia, submandibular lymph nodes and other respiratory tract lymph nodes. A study in France identified that there was no difference in the prevalence of latent infection in vaccinated horses versus unvaccinated horses [166].

As previously described, EHV-1 can cause abortion (sporadic abortion and abortion storms), respiratory disease and neurological disease in horses. Respiratory disease associated with EHV-1 is most commonly seen in young animals, most frequently at weaning. This disease is generally self-limiting however affected animals are likely to develop lifelong latency following infection. Clinical signs of disease at this time may be associated with new infection or recrudescence of latent infection. Virus is spread in respiratory secretions and can be transmitted between animals by direct and indirect contact [167]. Environmental contamination can result in indirect virus transmission, however the environment is not a particularly important maintenance reservoir of EHV-1 as the virus survives less than 35 days outside the horse, even in ideal conditions. Latently infected horses are the most significant reservoir of infection.

The incidence of abortion associated with EHV-1 infection has been well documented in central Kentucky. The highest incidence was reported as 17.3/1000 pregnant mares in 1963, but that had decreased to <2/1000 in 2002 (Dr. D. Powell, Gluck Equine Research Centre). It is likely that the widespread use of vaccination has contributed significantly to this decreased incidence. EHV-1 does remain an important cause of abortion despite its decreased incidence.

Extensive work was carried out on Australian stud farms to determine the transmission cycle of EHV-1 between mares and foals. This work showed that foals become infected with EHV-1 as young as 30 days old [168]. More recent work has identified EHV-1 shedding in foals as young as 22 days old [169]. Evidence suggests that infected brood mares act as a source of infection for foals through direct contact and that horizontal transmission between foals then occurs both before and after weaning. It is likely that brood mares undergo recrudescence of latent viral infection during pregnancy/parturition resulting in nasal shedding of virus and infection of foals. In one study of foals born to unvaccinated mares, 24% of foals had EHV-1 antibodies attributable to maternally derived antibodies. Of the remaining at-risk foals, 66.7% demonstrated seroconversion to EHV-1 prior to weaning [168]. Further work also identified new cases of EHV-1 in weaned foals, suggesting that ongoing horizontal transmission amongst foals occurs post weaning [170]. Despite the high rates of seroprevalence of EHV-1 among foals,
no EHV associated abortions were identified on the farms in question during the study period, suggesting that the cycle of EHV-1 between mares and foals and subsequently between foals and between weanlings is a ‘silent’ cycle in many cases [171]. Thus the control of EHV-1 infection in very young foals is a key factor to manage the disease [168, 171]. When foals are infected early in life and establish latency, they may become sources of infection for their own offspring later in life.

Vaccination against EHV has been widely introduced, especially among racehorses and brood mares. Killed EHV vaccine has been shown to decrease clinical signs associated with EHV infection and decrease virus shedding [112]. Australian studies have shown infection of foals in the early weeks of life continues to occur despite vaccination of mares during pregnancy [169, 172]. Indeed these studies have shown that the introduction of vaccination has not changed the number of mares seropositive for EHV-1 in the pre-weaning period and does not appear to have affected the rate of new infection of foals pre-weaning [173]. These studies show that the presence of maternal antibodies alone is not enough to prevent EHV-1 seroconversion associated with EHV infection. Thus, despite vaccination, the silent cycle of EHV continues. These findings are supported by a study in the Northern hemisphere where 3 foals born to EHV vaccinated dams seroconverted to EHV-1 during the first month of life [174].

EHV-1 associated abortion continues to be a threat to the equine industry despite rigorous vaccination protocols on many farms. The development of more accurate and sensitive diagnostic tools has aided in the identification of EHV associated abortion allowing better management of such cases. Diagnostic techniques such as PCR and immunohistochemistry have allowed the identification of cases of foetus-negative, placenta-positive EHV associated abortion. The abortion in such cases is likely due to placental compromise and subsequent foetal anoxia. It is believed that such abortions may be less of an infectious threat than foetus positive cases however all cases of herpes associated abortion should be treated as potentially highly contagious and appropriate precautions should be taken. In addition, during the course of a prospective cohort study, a placenta tested positive for EHV-1 in a case where a live, healthy foal was born that had no detectable EHV-1 antibodies [174]. This is the first case where EHV-1 has been identified in a placenta that did not result in abortion.

The incidence of neurological disease induced by EHV-1 appears to be increasing [45] and outbreaks have been described in Europe, North America and Australia. Not all animals exposed to, and infected with, neuropathogenic strains of EHV-1 will develop clinical signs of neurological disease. In four outbreaks in the USA for which records were kept, the neurologic attack rate ranged from 22%-50% (mean 33%) and the case fatality rate ranged from 20% - 50% (mean 40%) [53]. In addition, it should be remembered that the non-neuropathogenic strain of EHV-1 can cause neurologic disease, however it appears that the neurological attack rate in such cases is much lower [175].

Evaluation of the risk factors associated with the development of neurological disease have been performed in studies in Europe and in North America. A study in the Netherlands revealed a strong association between season and outbreaks of EHV neurological disease with all outbreaks occurring between mid-November and mid-May. This season specificity has not been mirrored in all countries but is an interesting phenomenon. Other identified risk factors included breed, sex, age and fever [176]. Neurological signs were seen at an increased frequency in Standardbreds, Hispanic breeds and draught breeds. Interestingly, no cases of EHV-induced myeloneuropathy were seen in archetypical ponies, Haflinger, Fjord and Icelandic horses. In addition, older horses, female horses and horses with fever were more at risk of developing severe neurological disease. Neurological signs were not seen in any horses less than 3 years old and the odds for severe neurological disease increased with age [176]. Retrospective analysis of a US outbreak also revealed a significant association between age and the development of neurological disease [177]. Neurological disease developed more frequently in horses older than 5 years and severe neurological deficits (i.e. grade 3 or above) were only observed in horses greater than 5 years old. There was no difference in EHV-1 morbidity in horses of different ages. Development of neurological disease and severity of neurological disease were negatively associated with survival. In the US study, horses that developed a temperature greater than or equal to 39.7°C were more likely to die although duration of fever was not associated with survival or development of neurological disease. The majority (96%) of horses in this outbreak were vaccinated against EHV. There appeared to be an association with vaccination 3 or 4 times in the year preceding neurological disease and development of neurological disease, however this must be interpreted with caution as older animals tended to have been vaccinated more frequently. During this outbreak, EHV-1 morbidity was 88% and 34% of horses developed neurological disease. Neurologic case fatality rate was 30% (overall mortality was 12%).

Much remains unknown about the epidemiology of neuropathogenic EHV and the factors that result in disease in some horses and not in others. Work is ongoing in this area to determine the best ways to prevent and control disease. At present no vaccinations are available that effectively decrease the risk of disease and there is some concern that vaccination in the face of exposure to the neuropathogenic strain of EHV-1 may exacerbate clinical signs.

**ABBREVIATIONS**

| ADCC | Antibody dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity |
| AHV | Asinine herpesvirus |
| APC | Antigen presenting cell |
| BVDV | Bovine viral diarrhea virus |
| BHV | Bovine herpes virus |
| CCL3 | Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 3 |
| CF | Complement fixing |
| CG | Chorionic gonadotrophine |
| CMI | Cell mediated immunity |
| CMV | Cytomegalovirus |
EQUINE HERPESVIRUS-1

CTL = Cytotoxic T lymphocyte
CTLp = Cytotoxic T lymphocyte precursor
CXCL = Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand
DC = Dendritic cells
EIV = Equine influenza virus
EHV = Equine herpesvirus
ER = Endoplasmic reticulum
gB, gC… = Glycoprotein B, glycoprotein C …
GHV = Gazelle herpesvirus
GM-CSF = Granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor
HSV = Herpes simplex virus
ICP = Infected cell polypeptide
IE = Immediate-early
Ig = Immunoglobulin
IFN = Interferon
IL = Interleukin
ISCOM = Immuno-stimulating complex
LAT = Latent-associated transcript
L-particles = Light particles
Mφ = Macrophage
MALT = Mucosal associated lymphoid tissue
MHC = Major histocompatibility complex
Mo = Monocyte
mRNA = Messenger RNA
MVA = Modified vaccinia Ankara
NPC = Nucleopore complex
NK = Natural killer cell
NP = Nucleoplasm
ORF = Open reading frame
PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells
PBL = Peripheral blood lymphocyte
PCR = Polymerase chain reaction
PREP = Pre-viral DNA replication particles
PRV = Pseudorabies
RPLN = Retrophyrgeal lymph node
SMLN = Submandibular lymph node
TAP = Transporter associated with antigen processing
Tc = T cytotoxic
TCR = T cell receptor
TGFβ = Transforming growth factor
Th = T helper
TK = Thymidine kinase
TNF = Tumor necrosing factor
Treg = Lymphocyte T regulator
Ts = Temperature sensitive
vCKBP = Viral chemokine binding protein
VN = Virus neutralising
VP = Virus protein
WNV = West Nile virus
XCL = Chemokine (C motif) ligand
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